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WELCOME TO SPIRIT LEADER© 
YOUR SPIRIT-FILLED LEADER COACHING JOURNEY 

ACTIVATING YOUR PURPOSE AS A SPIRITUAL LEADER.  

Authentic leadership is ultimately about the impact you have on others and the earth. And it starts 

with you. The way you lead your self determines how you impact those around you. So we must 

start with the personal before we address the collective.  

 

As spiritual leaders, we will journey together (held within a greater context) to lead from the 

inside out. By learning how to become present to body, mind and spirit, we will get clear on what 

meaningful principles and purpose are for us as individuals. By getting to thoroughly understand 

your unique leadership story and calling - you will be professionally coached to optimise, will be 

personally supported to get unstuck, to breakthrough and take your being to the next level.

Ultimately this coaching course is about activating your spirit as a leader that inspires at the highest 

level, as well as experiencing the detailed tools and practices - first-hand, that make great leaders 

great! 

It’s an honour to be serving you. 
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SPIRIT LEADER© SPIRIT-FILLED COACHING  
COURSE OUTLINE JOURNEY MAP

STEP STEP 

STEP STEP 

STEP 

STEP STEP 

STEP 

YOUR ORIGINAL ESSENCE HOLDING PRESENCE
Understanding WHO we are
and WHAT we are

Being PRESENT to where we and others
are and our BEINGNESS

A GREATER CONTEXT NOW IS THE TIME

CREATING HEART SPACE STORY GIFTS CALLING

WALKING AWAKERIGHT RELATIONSHIP

Being held within VERTICAL
and HORIZONTAL orientations

Getting clear on MEANINGFUL Principles
and PURPOSE

Opening ourselves to TRUST
and SHARING authentically

Reflecting on your JOURNEY and HOW 
it can serve others

Creating a COMPELLING VISION through
imagination, intention and commitment

DISCERNING between the SPACE
within, between and without
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For more info: adam@iwalkawake.com

WELCOME TO SPIRIT LEADER©  
A SPIRIT-FILLED COACHING JOURNEY


